NEW PRESTIGIOUS ORDER FROM THE MIDDLE EAST
Damac Towers and Paramount Pictures choose Automatic Waste System by Oppent
for the automated handling of waste into their 4 new skyscrapers
Milan - August 10th, 2015 – Oppent has been awarded a new order of 1 million euros, for the realization of
an Automatic Waste System into the 4 Damac Towers by Paramount Hotels & Resorts in Dubai.
The Real Estate Company Damac Properties is building 4 skyscrapers by Paramount Pictures set in Burj, the
most exclusive district of Dubai. The historical movie factory found the ideal set for the realization of its
first prestigious residential complex in the center of a green area of more than 2 square kilometers, better
known due to Burj Khalifa, the tallest skyscraper of the world.
The buildings are 250 meters tall each one, they will house 1,200 luxury apartments in Hollywood style and
several high level facilities such as the first Hotel and the first Residence Centre of the American brand. The
works for the construction of the towers are currently ongoing and they will be completed within 2016.
The award came on last July, when Paramount Pictures and Damac Properties chose Oppent’s Automatic
Waste System for the automated waste collection into the skyscrapers. The order has a value of 1 million
euros and it includes the installation of 164 loading doors for the waste disposal connected to a reserved
pipeline. The waste bags will be moved through the tubes to the central collection point, thanks to the
underground pneumatic transport method.
Automatic Waste System in an example of technology and sustainability and it will guarantee the best
comfort in waste disposal operations to the 2,000 inhabitants of the towers. The system assures hygiene,
efficiency in waste collection, low energy consumption and low noise emissions, perfectly integrating with
the environment and improving the image of the district.
With this order, it rises up to six the number of awards in Middle East during the last 8 months, for a total
amount of more than 5 million euros. Damac Towers is the first prestigious reference achieved in the Real
Estate market of the Middle East. In the Healthcare market, Oppent counts already five orders: the
Farwaniya Hospital in Kuwait City, two Integrated Health Centre and Worker’s Hospital in Doha and
Mesaieed, Qatar, the Emirates Hospital of Dubai, the Imperial College London Diabetes Centre of Abu
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.
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